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INTRODUCTION
One of the most widely used groups of computers,
especially at small colleges, is Digital's PDP-11 series,
running under the RSTS operating system. Digital's
authoring language, called DECAL, which is implemented in
RSTS systems, is one of the reasons for the popularity of
the PDP-11's. Using DECAL, an instructor with no computer
experience is able to contruct reasonably effective
computer assisted instructional programs; DECAL allows the
author to concentrate on structuring the subject matter for
effective instruction rather than having to labor with
programming intricacies.
DECAL includes authoring, editing and delivery
systems. The basic format is to include in disk files all
instructional text, comments, questions, response options,
reinforcement, and so forth. The files also include codes
as to appropriate branching points depending on responses
made by the student and other control structures, DECAL
"drives" the programs by presenting the text and response
options to the student as directed by the control
parameters that have been established by the instructor/
author.
A large number of instructors, with varying degrees of
computer programming expertise, have produced substantial
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quantities of DECAL lessons in many academic areas. Many
of these lessons are available free of charge to interested
persons through Digital's user group and from other
sources.
At Atlanta Junior College yet another use has been
made of DECAL. (The present author is on the Atlanta
Junior College faculty.) A major computer assisted
instructional sequence in mathematics was developed by
Professor Leonard Shapiro of North Dakota State University
and Professor H. Keynes of the University of Minnesota,
while supported by a grant from the Fund for the
Improvement of Post-Secondary Education. This package is
called Individualized Supplementary Calculus Instruction,
or ISCI for short, and it was originally programmed to run
on large computer systems. Like DECAL, ISCI uses a large
number of text files which contain the instructional
material and which are "driven" for the student learner by
a program written, in the case of ISCI, in FORTRAN. Unlike
DECAL, ISCI does not contain an explicit authoring
component.
Noticing the similar techniques used by ISCI and DECAL
delivery, and wanting to make ISCI available on Atlanta
Junior College's PDP-11 computer. Dr. Carl Stucke of
Atlanta Junior College, successfully modified the ISCI
lesson text files so that they would operate within the
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DECAL environment. This work was supported by a grant from
the National Science Foundation, and the resulting CAI
package has been of significant assistance to Atlanta
Junior College students.
More widely used than any minicomputer systems,
including the PDP-11, in small colleges are microcomputers.
Their employment for CAI and other applications is growing
at a truly astronomical rate. Microcomputers have many
advantages for the CAI user, not the least of which is the
fact that a microcomputer can be dedicated exclusively to
the individual student, allowing the almost instantaneous
computer response that is so crucial for effective CAI.
The work described in this paper had as its goal to
develop procedures for adapting DECAL lessons in general,
and ISCI in particular, to run on the Apple II
microcomputer. Apple ll's are widely used in colleges, and
so such an adaptation would allow these lessons to be more
generally distributed and utilized. Furthermore, since the
programs were to be written in UCSD Pascal, a very
transportable language, it was hoped that they could be
used on microcomputers other than the Apple II as well.
The effort proceded in several stages. The first was
to write the communication software that would allow the
DECAL and ISCI lesson text files to be downloaded into the
Apple UCSD Pascal operating system environment. The same
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software would later be used to upload the Pascal programs
and lesson text files to another computer in order to test
the transportability of the system.
Second, the Pascal program to "drive" the text files
had to be written. Here the choice of Pascal as the
programming language proved to be fortunate indeed. In
order to take advantage of Pascal's well developed record
data type, it was decided to convert the lesson text files
into Pascal record files, using a Pascal program. Once the
text had been converted into records, the programming to
drive the files to provide meaningful CAI was almost
trivial.
The third stage was by far the most time consuming.
Each DECAL or ISCI lesson had to be downloaded and then
edited to work effectively in the Apple environment. The
main difficulty here is the Apple screen format, which is
limited to a forty column line display. All of the ISCI
lesson files assume a sixty-four column display. Each
lesson required considerable editing to fit satisfactorily
on the Apple screen. The convenient UCSD Pascal text
editor made this job somewhat more palatible than it
otherwise would have been. Once edited, these files were
then "compiled" into Pascal record files.
A welcome side benefit of the procedures that were
developed is an easily used mechanism for developing new
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CAI to operate in this same Apple ISCI environment. An
instructor can design an instructional sequence and create
that sequence as a text file using the Pascal editor, A
few control instructions must be inserted into the text to
allow that text to be compiled into a record file. The
resulting lesson can be run on the same program that drives
ISCI and other DECAL files. The whole process is in some
ways even simpler than using an authoring language.
THE COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
The first problem was to develop the software to
download DECAL and ISCI text files from the PDP-11 into the
Apple Pascal environment. This was to be accomplished via
telecommunications using a D, C, Hayes Micromodem II
installed in the Apple II,
The difficulty of that initial task was lightened
considerably by the appearance in the July 1981 issue of
BYTE magazine of "A Micromodem II Support Unit," written by
Scott G, Robinson, This unit contains several Pascal
procedures and functions and a machine language subroutine
which greatly facilitate using the D, C, Hayes Micromodem
in the Apple Pascal system. Included in this unit are the
function MMKEYPRESS, which returns true if a character has
been received from the telephone connection by the modem;
the function MMDIALER, which dials a specified telephone
number; the function MMANSWER, which allows the Apple to
answer a telephone call presumably from an external
terminal; and the procedure MMHANGUP, which hangs up the
telephone. The MMANSWER function was not important to this
project. The unit is designed to be compiled separately
and then linked to a particular Pascal program, A listing
of the functions and procedures included in the unit is
attached as Appendix A,
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The unit was incorporated into a software package,
titled PASCOM, that meets the communication needs of the
project, PASCOM was designed with the following
capabilities in mind: it should enable the Apple to dial
the telephone and establish contact with another computer;
it should be able to toggle readily between terminal mode
and independent computer mode; it should be able to store
files as well as retrieve files from disk storage; and it
should be able to download files from the host computer and
upload files to that computer, A listing of the resulting
program is to be found at the end of this section,
PASCOM turned out not be too lengthy; nonetheless,
segmentation was employed to save as much computer space as
possible for the text file being moved. Each of the main
program procedures is compiled as a Pascal segment, and
only those procedures being used at any particular time are
actually in computer memory. This, of course, requires
that the PASCOM program diskette remain in the disk drive
at all times to allow new program segments to be retrieved
from the disk to overlay the unused ones in computer
memory.
Segmentation allows PASCOM to accomodate easily an
input/output buffer of 30,000 characters. These are
arranged into a maximum of 250 "lines" of 120 characters
each. The "lines" are logical constructs only, and bear no
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relation to text file "lines" that are delimited by
carriage returns. The 30,000 character buffer is more than
ample for each of the ISCI files, and in fact, it is
considerably larger than the maximum size file that can be
edited in one piece by the Pascal editor.
Text may enter into the buffer either as input from
disk or as downloaded characters through the modem.
Retrieving text from a disk file is handled by PASCOM's
FGET procedure, which makes use of standard disk input
techniques. The DOWNLOAD procedure takes a transmitted
character from the modem when the MMKEYPRESS function
signals that a character has been received. Both
procedures store characters in the buffer until an end of
file marker is reached, DOWNLOAD initiates the download
sequence by transmitting a specified message to the host
computer; in the case of a PDP-11 running under RSTS this
message is typically "PIP FILENAME",
The VIEWBUFF procedure allows the user to inspect the
current contents of the buffer, and the contents can be
cleared with the CLEARBUFF procedure.
The current buffer can be stored on disk using the
FSAVE procedure, which utilizes standard disk output
techniques. The buffer can be output to a host computer
with the UPLOAD procedure, UPLOAD initiates the process by
sending an appropriate message to the host computer; with
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the PDP-11 under RSTS this would typically be "PIP FILENAME
= KB;", The uploading is concluded with the transmission
of a control-z, which the RSTS PIP program recognizes as
the end of file; the user has the option of eliminating the
control-z transmission.
The only real difficulties with PASCOM came with the
programming of the TERMINAL procedure, and these mainly had
to do with getting the Apple to display output from the
PDP-11 in an attractive manner. The TERMINAL procedure
essentially monitors two boolean functions, KEYPRESS, which
is supplied in the Apple Pascal system library, and
MMKEYPRESS, which is in the micromodem support unit. When
KEYPRESS is true, the character just entered on the
keyboard is transmitted to the modem and thence to the host
computer. When MMKEYPRESS is true, the character just
received by the modem is output to the Apple screen.
TERMINAL screens out all linefeeds coming from the
PDP-11, to eliminate unwanted double spacing on the Apple
display; the PDP-11 marks the end of the line with a
carriage return and a linefeed, whereas the Apple combines
a linefeed with the carriage return automatically, PASCOM
needed to be able to transmit control-z to the PDP-11.
Unfortunately, control-z is screened out by the Pascal
operating system for another purpose; thus TERMINAL
tranlsates a control-y entered on the keyboard into a
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control-z for transmission. Similarly, the Apple's
character delete had to be translated into the different
code recognized by RSTS as the character delete.
The completed PASCOM program adequately meets all the
communications needs of this project. And it has proved to
be an adequate, general purpose communications package.
Several persons, including the author, make frequent and
routine use of PASCOM for terminal and file transmission
telecommunications between Apples and PDP-11's, A set of
instructions prepared for persons using PASCOM is attached
as Appendix B,
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(♦ALLOWS MEMORY-DISK COMPILE SWAP*)
(♦PASCAL COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE*)
( 0
(* USES MICROMODEM SUPPORT UNIT FROM BYTE, JULY,1981*)
(* *)
CONST







(♦MAX LINES IN BUFFER*)




PCHAR : PACKED ARRAY[0..0] OF CHAR; (*ONE CHARACTER*)
I,K : INTEGER;
J ; INTEGER; (*NUMBER OF LINES IN BUFFER*)
LINES : PACKED ARRAY[0..N,0..M]OF CHAR; (*THE TEXT*)
CARRET,LINEFD : CHAR;
FNAME : STRING[20];
















FOR I:= 0 TO J DO




(♦STORE FILE ON DISK*)
(♦TURN OFF I-O ERROR CHECKING*)
(♦TURN ON I-O ERROR CHECKING*)




SEGMENT PROCEDURE DOWNLOAD; (*DOWNLOAD FILES*)
VAR DIRECT : STRING[20]; (*DIRECTIVE TO HOST COMPUTER*)
BEGIN
PAGE(OUTPUT) ;
WRITE(’COMMAND TO SEND: ');
READLN(DIRECT);

















IF LINES[J,I] <> LINEFD THEN
BEGIN
WRITE(LINES[J,I]);
I:= I + 1;
END;
END;
UNTIL (I = M+1) OR KEYPRESS;
J:= J + 1;
UNTIL (J = N+1) OR KEYPRESS;




WRITELN('TYPE <SPACE> TO CONTINUE.');
J:= J - 1;
FOR K:=I TO M DO LINES[J,K]:= CHR(0);
REPEAT READ(KEYBOARD,ANYCHAR);
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IF J = N THEN EXIT(FGET);







IF pose ,FNAME) = 0 THEN FNAME: =
CONCAT{FNAME,'.TEXT');
(*$!-*) (*TURN OFF I-
RESET(G,FNAME);
IF lORESULT <> 0 THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN(FNAME,' NOT FOUND.');
FOR K:= 0 TO 2000 DO;
EXIT(FGET);
END;








WHILE K < LENGTH(LINEBUFF) DO
BEGIN
K;= K+1;
IF I = M+1 THEN NEWLINE;
LINES[J,I]:= LINEBUFF[K];
I:= I + 1;
END;
IF I = M+1 THEN NEWLINE;
LINES[J,I]:= GARRET;
I:= I + 1;
END;
RESULT;= TRUE;
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VAR DIRECT : STRING[20];
BEGIN
PAGE(OUTPUT);
WRITE('COMMAND TO SEND: ');
READLN(DIRECT);







WRITE('END WITH CTRL-Z? <Y/N>: ');
READLN(ANYCHAR);
IF ANYCHAR = 'Y' THEN PCHAR[01:= CHR(26)
ELSE PCHAR[0]:= CHR(0);
FOR I:=0 TO J DO







SEGMENT PROCEDURE TERMINAL; (*APPLE AS TERMINAL*)
BEGIN
PAGE(OUTPUT);






IF PCHAR[01 = CHR(8) THEN
PCHAR[0]:= CHR(127); (*DELETE*)
IF PCHAR[0] = CHR(25) THEN
PCHAR[0]:= CHR(26); (*CTRL-Z*)
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HAYES MICROMODEM II UTILITY');
AN OPTION FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST:');
# —> NUMBER TO DIAL = ',NUMBER);
D —> DIAL THE NUMBER');
A —> ANSWER THE PHONE');
H —> HANGUP THE PHONE');
T —> GO INTO TERMINAL MODE');
R —> DOWNLOAD FILE');
V —> VIEW CURRENT BUFFER');
C —> CLEAR CURRENT BUFFER');
S —> SAVE BUFFER IN DISK FILE');
G --> GET FILE FROM DISK');
U —> UPLOAD BUFFER');
<ESC> TO LEAVE THE PROGRAM');
(*PRINTMENU*);




IF NOT(CLEARED) THEN J:= N;
FOR I:= 0 TO J DO
BEGIN
WRITE('.');
FOR K:= 0 TO M DO LINES[I,K];= CHR(0);
IF (1=60) OR (1=120) OR (1=180) THEN WRITELN;
END;
WRITELN;




PROCEDURE VIEWBUFF; (*LOOK AT MEMORY*)
BEGIN
PAGE(OUTPUT);
IF J > N THEN J;= N;
FOR I:= 0 TO J DO
FOR K:= 0 TO M DO WRITE(LINES[I,K]);
WRITELN;
WRITE('END OF BUFFER... HIT <RETURN> TO CONTINUE. ');
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TYPE <SPACE> TO CONTINUE’);
REPEAT READ(KEYBOARD,ANYCHAR);






The original version of ISCI consists of one hundred
thirteen text files containing instructional material.
Originally driven by a FORTRAN program to display the
instructional material to the student according to certain
branching conventions, these files had been converted to
run as lessons in the DECAL computer assisted instructional
system. The first problem after downloading these text
files into the Apple Pascal environment was to define the
manner in whch they should be formatted for final use by a
Pascal driving program. Accordingly, the original files
were analyzed to determine the mechanisms for student
response input, response analysis, and subsequent branching
patterns. Most details of this format were incorporated
into the Pascal versions of the text files.
Two major features of DECAL driven ISCI were not
incorporated into the Apple Pascal version. They are
decal's extensive record keeping mechanisms and the ability
to enter into a disk file student comments made during the
run of an ISCI lesson for later examination by the
instructor. It was felt that the logistic complexities of
implementing these features on a small microcomputer with
limited disk storage outweighed the advantages of their
use. The decision not to incorporate the provision for
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entering student comments merely required the elimination
of references to that capability in the text files. The
record keeping is transparent to the student and its
elimination had no effect on the format of the text files.
For convenient reference, two versions of lesson PQl
on the product and quotient rule for derivatives are
included at the end of this section. The two versions are
the original DECAL version and that as edited for use in
the Apple Pascal system,
ISCI files are each given a lesson name. The content
of each is described in the ISCI User's Manual, A list of
the lessons and their content is attached as Appendix D,
Each lesson is arranged into segments which range in number
from five to twenty-five per lesson. The first part of
each lesson is a text "stem" which is to be displayed to
the student, and which usually ends with a number of
response options. The end marker for this initial stem is
a line which consists solely of an exclamation mark. The
single exclamation mark is used as the end of text marker
for all screen displays throughout DECAL ISCI as well as in
the Pascal versions of the files.
Following the initial stem are two formatting lines
("V" and "W=l") which are of no significance to ISCI
operation and which are therefore eliminated in the Pascal
files. There follows an arbitrary number of help messages;
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each of these begins with a line consisting solely of an
"H", after which follows the help text to be displayed to
the student, terminated as usual by the exclamation mark.
The remainder of each segment consists of directions
on how to deal with any of the allowed responses the
student user might make to the stem. For each possible
response, the following sequence is observed. The first
line, which is required, consists either of "A,l" or "1,1",
according to whether the response in question is correct or
incorrect, respectively. The second line, also required,
consists of the response string to be matched with the
student's response; a successful match causes that group of
instructions to be carried out, DECAL ISCI does not let
the student proceed until the student responds with a match
to one of the specified options. Next comes the optional
comment text which would be displayed to the student who
makes that option response; the text, if present, is
preceded by a line consisting of a "C" and followed by a
single exclamation mark on a line. In the absence of
comment text, the student is simply provided with stock
feedback indicating whether or not the input response was
correct. The last line of the response option sequence is
also optional; if present it gives the segment number to
branch to in case the student makes the specified response.
The branch command is of the form "BQ,n", where n is the
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number of the segment which should next appear. If a
branch command is not included, the instruction will stay
in the same segment if the response is an incorrect one or
go to the next higher numbered segment in the case of a
correct response. The final line in each segment must
consist of a single "E".
There is no special indication that the end of a
lesson has been reached. Since each file is composed of a
single lesson, the end of the lesson has been reached
physically when there are no more segments. Logically, the
lesson is terminated when a segment response sequence is
terminated with a "BQ,0".
The most obvious required modification to the ISCI
files was to adjust all instructional text to fit on the
Apple's forty column display, as opposed to the sixty-four
column format assumed in the original files. Therefore,
all instructional text was edited in such a way as to
appear meaningfully and attractively on the Apple's screen.
Although eighty column hardware adaptors are available for
the Apple and are compatible with Apple Pascal, if the
Apple version were to assume such a modified system the
program's transportability would be greatly limited.
It was decided to eliminate the multiple help messages
in a single segment; instead, all help messages for each
segment were edited into a single message. In nearly all
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cases, the resulting message is as complete as the original
and it has greater clarity.
It seemed desirable to plan each portion of
intructional text with the limitations of an Apple screen
in mind. The varying lengths of the textual material in
the original ISCI testify to its having been conceived for
delivery on printing terminals; the quick scrolling past of
that material on a CRT screen would clearly have been
unacceptable. Therefore, each segment's stem was limited
to a screenful of twenty lines, each having forty
characters. The text could occupy any portion of those
twenty lines. The one help message allowed in each segment
was similarly limited to twenty lines of forty characters.
Finally, under the assumption that not so much text would
be needed to provide feedback to the student reponses, the
comment section of each response evaluation sequence in
each segment was limited to six lines of forty characters.
It turned out that the limitations created no significant
hindrance to the effective presentation of the textual
material, although a large amount of editing was required
to complete the modifications.
The most significant alteration to the files came in
the way in which student responses were to be handled. In
the original version, any character string might be defined
as a correct or an incorrect response to a segment stem.
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Although this is usually a single A, B, C, etc., matching
those response options given in the stem, frequently a more
complicated response is required. For example, in order to
choose between applying the quotient rule or the product
rule in a differentiation problem, the student is asked to
respond with "QUOT" or "PROD" respectively; and since
response strings are of varying lengths they must be
terminated with a RETURN.
It seemed that student operation of the Apple version
of ISCI could be simplified by requiring only a single
keystroke to enter the chosen response; indeed, in the
whole operation of the Pascal version of ISCI, all
responses except one are entered with a single keystroke —
that exception is when the student enters the name of the
lesson he or she wishes to work on.
Thus all responses in the lesson segments were to be
single letters, and the driving program was designed to
require only a single keystroke to enter each response.
This required modification to files which, for example,
called for a "PROD" or "QUOT" response. Typically, this
was accomplished by ending the segment stem, in this
example, with the two lines " A. PRODUCT RULE " and
" B, QUOTIENT RULE ". The corresponding responses were
then specified as "A" and "B",
Finally, ISCI has varying numbers of specified
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responses, up to seven, in each segment. It was decided to
limit this maximum number to five in the Apple Pascal
version to reduce the space overhead. Again, this turned
out not to be a signficant limitation, since the excess
responses in the original version generally result simply
in the help message being put on the screen; in the new
version the student can always view the help message anyway
by typing an "H" as his or her response to the stem.
In sum, the text files were modified in such a way
that to each stem the student should respond with an A, B,
C, D, E, H, or Q, A "Q" allows the student to leave the
segment. An "H" causes the help message to be displayed on
the screen. If a typed A, B, C, D, or E is a specified
option then the student can view the message provided for
that response, or if none were provided he or she could be
told whether that response was correct or incorrect; if the
typed A, B, C, D, or E is not a specified option the
student is so advised and allowed to view the stem again in
order to pick a specified option. When the student is
finished viewing any text, either reponse feedback or a
help message, hitting the space bar will move him or her to
the next appropriate segment.
All text file editing was done on the editor in the
Apple Pascal system
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ORIGINAL TEXT FILE PQl
******* Lesson PQl [ 10 , 11 ] on 07-May-82 at 21:39
There is no initial time limit
Compiled for a 2 word floating point system
*** Segment 1
FIND THE DERIVATIVE OF F(X) = X COS X.
1
C
WHICH RULE DID YOU USE TO FIND F'(X), THE QUOTIENT RULE OR
THE






SEE "PRODUCT AND QUOTIENT RULES" IN THE USER MANUAL.
I
H
LOOK AT F(X) AND SEE IF YOU CAN WRITE F(X) = U(X)V(X) OR
F(X) = U(X)/V(X), WHERE U(X) AND V(X) ARE EASIER TO
DIFFEREN¬
TIATE THAN F(X) .
I
H
F(X) IS THE PRODUCT OF X AND COS X, SO IT WOULD MAKE MORE
SENSE
















USING THE PRODUCT RULE, WHAT DID YOU CHOOSE FOR YOUR
FUNCTIONS
U(X) AND V(X) SUCH THAT F(X) = U(X)V(X)?
A. U(X) = X V(X) = COS X
B. U(X) = X COS X V(X) = X
C. U(X) * 1 V(X) = X COS X
D. U(X) = X COS V(X) = X






TO USE THE PRODUCT RULE YOU WANT TO EXPRESS F(X) AS THE
PRODUCT
OF TWO OTHER FUNCTIONS.
I
H
YOU CHOOSE THESE OTHER FUNCTIONS SO THAT EACH OF THEM IS
EASIER
TO DIFFERENTIATE THAN F(X). PLEASE GUESS ONE OF THE
CHOICES












WITH YOUR CHOICE OF U AND V, THE PRODUCT UV = X COS X,





THE REASON FOR USING THE PRODUCT RULE IS TO SPLIT F(X) INTO
TWO
FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE EASIER TO DIFFERENTIATE THAN F(X). BUT
YOUR
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THE EXPRESSION "COS X" REFERS TO "THE COSINE OP AN ANGLE OF
X





TYPE HINT TO GET HELP IN WORKING THIS PROBLEM.




CLEARLY U'(X) = 1. WHAT IS V(X)?
A. V(X) = SIN X
B. V(X) = -SIN X
C. V(X) = -COS X






REMEMBER U(X) = X AND V(X) = COS X.
I
H
READ YOUR TEXT ON DIFFERENTIATING TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS.
1
H






















TYPE HINT TO GET HELP IN WORKING THIS PROBLEM.




APPLYING THE PRODUCT RULE TO P(X) = U(X)V(X), WHAT IS
F' (X)?
A. COS X - X SIN X
B. COS X + X SIN X
C. X COS X - SIN X










YOU FOUND TWO FUNCTIONS U{X) AND V(X) SUCH THAT F(X) =
U(X)V(X),
U(X) = X AND V(X) = COS X.
I
H
THEN WE FOUND U'(X) =1 AND V(X) = -SIN X.
1
H
THEN F'(X) = U'(X)V(X) + U(X)V'(X) = l(COS X) + X(-SIN X)

















THE PRODUCT RULE SAYS P'(X) = U'(X)V(X) + U(X)V'(X); YOU
HAVE





TYPE HINT TO GET HELP IN WORKING THIS PROBLEM.




WHAT DID YOU CHOOSE FOR YOUR FUNCTIONS U AND V, SO F(X) =
U(X)/V(X)?
A. U(X) = X V(X) = COS X
B. U(X) = COS X V(X) = X
C. U(X) = X COS X V(X) = 1
D. U(X) = X SIN X V(X) = TAN X
E. I CHANGED MY MIND; I WANT TO USE THE PRODUCT RULE.






THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH USING THE QUOTIENT RULE.
HOWEVER,
THE FUNCTIONS U AND V THAT YOU MAKE UP ARE MORE COMPLICATED
THAN THOSE NEEDED FOR THE PRODUCT RULE. LET'S TRY APPLYING
THE PRODUCT RULE.
















CHOICES OF U AND V,
TO P(X).









THE REASON FOR USING THE QUOTIENT RULE IS TO SPLIT F(X)
INTO TWO





















TYPE HINT TO GET HELP IN




YOUR ANSWER OR A COMMENT.
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CONVERTED TEXT FILE PQl
******* Lesson PQl [ 10 , 11 ] on 13-Jan-82 at 09:45
There is no initial time limit
Compiled for a 2 word floating point system
*** Segment 1
FIND THE DERIVATIVE OF F(X) = X COS X .
WHICH RULE DID YOU USE TO FIND F'(X) ,





SEE "PRODUCT AND QUOTIENT RULES" IN THE
USER MANUAL.
LOOK AT F(X) AND SEE IF YOU CAN WRITE
F(X) = U(X)V(X) OR F(X) = U(X)/V(X) ,
WHERE U(X) AND V(X) ARE EASIER TO
DIFFERENTIATE THAN F(X) .
F(X) IS THE PRODUCT OF X AND COS X ,
SO IT WOULD MAKE MORE SENSE TO USE THE















USING THE PRODUCT RULE, WHAT DID YOU
CHOOSE FOR YOUR FUNCTIONS U(X) AND
SUCH THAT F(X) = U(X)V(X) ?
U(X) = X V(X) = cos X
U(X) = X cos X V(X) = X
U(X) = 1 V(X) = X cos X
U(X) = X cos V(X) = X
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E. MY ANSWER DOES NOT APPEAR.
I
H
TO USE THE PRODUCT RULE YOU WANT TO
EXPRESS F(X) AS THE PRODUCT OF TWO
OTHER FUNCTIONS.
YOU CHOOSE THESE OTHER FUNCTIONS SO THAT
EACH OF THEM IS EASIER TO DIFFERENTIATE
THAN F(X) . PLEASE GUESS ONE OF THE
CHOICES AND I WILL SHOW YOU WHY YOUR











WITH YOUR CHOICE OF U AND V , THE
2






THE REASON FOR USING THE PRODUCT RULE IS
TO SPLIT F(X) INTO TWO FUNCTIONS WHICH
ARE EASIER TO DIFFERENTIATE THAN F(X) .




THE EXPRESSION "COS X" REFERS TO "THE
COSINE OF AN ANGLE OF X RADIANS , SO












CLEARLY U'(X) =1 . WHAT IS V(X) ?
A. V(X) = SIN X
B. V(X) = -SIN X
C. V(X) = -COS X
D. MY ANSWER DOES NOT APPEAR.
I
H
READ YOUR TEXT ON DIFFERENTIATING
TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS.
REMEMBER U(X) = X AND V(X) = COS X .


























APPLYING THE PRODUCT RULE TO
F(X) = U(X)V(X) , WHAT IS F'(X) ?
A. COS X - X SIN X
B. COS X + X SIN X
C. X COS X - SIN X
D. MY ANSWER DOES NOT APPEAR.
1
H
THE PRODUCT RULE SAYS
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F’(X) = U'(X)V(X) + U(X)V'(X) ,
WHERE F(X) = U(X)V(X) .
YOU FOUND TWO FUNCTIONS U(X) AND V(X)
SUCH THAT F(X) = U(X)V(X) , U(X) = X
AND V(X) = COS X .
THEN WE FOUND U'(X) = 1 AND
V(X) = -SIN X .
THEN F' (X) = U'(X)V(X) + U(X)V'(X)
= l(COS X) + X(-SIN X)
















THE PRODUCT RULE SAYS
F'(X) = U'(X)V(X) + U(X)V'(X) ;










WHAT DID YOU CHOOSE FOR YOUR FUNCTIONS
U AND V , SO F(X) = U(X)/V(X) ?
A. U(X) = X V(X) = COS X
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B. U(X) = COS X V(X) = X
C. U(X) = X COS X V(X) = 1
D. U(X) = X SIN X V(X) = TAN X




THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH USING THE
QUOTIENT RULE. HOWEVER, THE FUNCTIONS
U AND V THAT YOU MAKE UP ARE MORE
COMPLICATED THAN THOSE NEEDED FOR THE






WITH YOUR CHOICES OF U AND V ,
U(X)/V(X) = X/(COS X) , WHICH IS NOT





WITH YOUR CHOICES OF U AND V ,
U(X)/V(X) = (COS X)/X , WHICH IS NOT





THE REASON FOR USING THE QUOTIENT RULE
IS TO SPLIT F(X) INTO TWO FUNCTIONS
WHICH ARE EASIER TO DIFFERENTIATE THAN





THIS WILL WORK, BUT YOUR U(X) IS AS










Once the design of the Apple Pascal ISCI instructional
files had been established, the next step was to determine
in what form they would be used by the Pascal driving
program. The main advantage to leaving them as text files
is the resulting efficient use of disk storage space. But
there are several disadvantages. Text file input from disk
is relatively slow in the Apple Pascal system, as would be
the task of searching through a text file for the
appropriate segment to branch to. It appeared that high
priority should be placed on the computer's being able to
return very quick feedback to a student's response, and
that in general the student should not have to wait any
significant length of time for the computer to do any of
its chores.
After considering these issues, it was decided to take
advantage of Pascal's powerful record type, and to treat
lessons as files of records rather than text files. The
resulting trade off in disk space requirement was to prove
costly, since the files of records consume approximately
three times as much disk space as do corresponding text
files. But the very fast response time of the computer
appears to justify this increased space consumption.
Essentially, each segment in a lesson becomes a
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record. These records are numbered in the disk file, so
that branches to segments can be accomplished simply by
retrieving the record having the appropriate identifying
number from the disk file. Only one record or segment,
therefore, need be in the Apple's memory at any one time;
and more importantly, only one record need be transferred
from disk to the Apple's memory at one time — this is one
key to the speed at which the system can operate. Finding
and retrieving a particular record from a disk file can be
accomplished almost instantaneously.
The problem, therefore, was to develop a program that
would translate the modified ISCI text files into such
files of records. ISCICONVERT is the Pascal program that
accomplishes this conversion. It inputs a modified lesson
text file and creates a file of records that will be the
foundation of the instruction to be provided. A listing of
ISCICONVERT can be found at the end of this section.
Each record in the resulting lesson file consists of
one lesson segment, and each in turn is composed of seven
other record types. Five of those records are options for
each of the five student response possiblities for each
segment. A, B, C, D, and E, The option records each
consist of a "FRAME", which is the six lines by forty
columns of text available as the computer's response to
that option, and an integer which is the number of the
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segment or record which should follow if that option is
chosen. The next segment number defaults to the current
segment number if the reponse is defined as incorrect and
to the current number plus one if the response is correct;
the default is overriden if there is a "BQ,n“ directive in
the text file, which will establish n as the next segment
number.
The other two records in the segment record are the
"HINT" and the stem or "FRAME", respectively. These are of
the same type although in operation they are treated
differently; each is simply a screen display of twenty
lines by forty columns. No next segment link is necessary
since that link is implicit in each case. For the stem,
the next segment will be determined by the option. A, B, C,
D, or E, chosen by the student, while after the help
message the program will always branch back to the current
segment to display once again the stem for the student to
respond to.
ISCICONVERT has appropriate default lines of text for
all of these records in case the lesson text file does not
specify the text. For the stem this message is "THIS
SEGMENT CONTAINS NO TEXT." Of course, this message should
not occur in a correctly constructed lesson, and its
appearance would indicate a mistake in the text file to be
debugged. If no help text is provided, ISCICONVERT
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supplies "NO MORE HELP IS AVAILABLE." And if there is no
text to provide the feedback on the student's response, the
defaults are "THAT IS CORRECT." for a correct response and
"YOUR ANSWER IS INCORRECT." otherwise. For response
options that are not defined in the text file, ISCICONVERT
uses "CHOOSE ONLY FROM THE SPECIFIED OPTIONS." as the text
to be displayed, and the current segment number as the one
to branch to.
There was one slight difficulty on the matter of
segment or record numbering. The ISCI DECAL segments are
numbered starting at one, whereas in a file of records,
Apple UCSD Pascal begins numbering at zero. Thus,
ISCICONVERT reduces each segment number by one.
In operation ISCICONVERT inputs one segment from the
specified text file; this is defined to be all characters
between the segment header, "*** Segment ", and a line
consisting solely of "E". The program then attempts to
format this material into the defined record structure. If
this is successful it places that record in the record
file, advances the file window, and loads the next segment
from the text file, until the end of the text file is
reached. If the conversion fails, ISCICONVERT rather
inelegantly stops running and control passes to Pascal's
main menu. The number of the segment currently being
operated on is constantly displayed on the computer screen.
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so in the event of such a crash it is known what segment in
the lesson requires further editing. Generally conversion
fails because the dimensions of the text file display are
exceeded in the lesson text file; for example, the maximum
number of lines may be exceeded, there may be more than
forty characters in a line, or an exclamation mark
indicating the end of the text display may be missing. All
of these problems are fairly easy to debug.
A program, PRINTLESSON, was written in order to allow
the instructor to proofread a successfully converted
lesson. PRINTLESSON, which also served as the prototype
for the ISCI driver program itself, is listed at the end of
this section following the listing of ISCICONVERT.
PRINTLESSON asks the instructor to specify the name of the
lesson to be displayed, loads that lesson, and then allows
any or all of that lesson's segments to be displayed on the
screen. For each segment chosen, PRINTLESSON will first
display the stem, and then the help text, and then each of
the five response feedback texts along with the number of
the segment that will follow that student response.
To operate ISCICONVERT, a diskette was prepared
containing all necessary system files and the ISCICONVERT
and PRINTLESSON programs. The text file to be converted is
transferred to that diskette using the Pascal filer and
ISCICONVERT is executed. After requisite editing leads to
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a successful conversion of the text file to a file of
records, the lesson is proofread using PRINTLESSON. After
making any additional changes in the text file, a final
version of the lesson record file is produced with
ISCICONVERT. The lesson text file and record file are then
transferred to storage diskettes; both versions are
retained since only the text file can be edited in case
future modifications become necessary.
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LISTING OF TEXTFILE CONVERSION PROGRAM
PROGRAM ISCICONVERT; (♦LESSON TEXT TO RECORDS*)
TYPE LINE = STRING[40]; (♦DISPLAY TEXT*)
LINES ARRAY[1..20] OF LINE;
SMLINES =S ARRAY[1..6] OF LINE;








LINK -1..100; (♦INDICATES NEXT SEGMENT*)
OPTION = RECORD (♦FOR RESPONSE FEEDBACK*)
FRAME : SMSCREEN; (*AND BRANCH*)
NEXTSEG : LINK;
END;



































(♦NAME OF TEXT FILE*)
(♦NAME OF CONVERTED FILE*)
(♦SEGMENT NUMBER*)
(♦POINTS TO NEXT SEGMENT*)
(♦COUNTER*)
(♦FOR TEXT FILE INPUT*)
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READLN(FNAME);




(*$I-*) (*TURN OFF I-O ERROR CHECKING*)
RESET(F,FNAME);
IF lORESULT <> 0 THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN{FNAME,' NOT FOUND.*);
FOR I:= 0 TO 1000 DO;
EXIT(ISCICONVERT);
END;








(*CLOSES TEXT AND RECORD FILES*)
(*CLOSEFILES*)
PROCEDURE DOSEGMENT; (*CREATES SEGMENT STEM*)
BEGIN
J 5 3 0 •
READLN(F,TEMP); (*ONE LINE FROM TEXT FILE*)
WHILE TEMP <> '1' DO
BEGIN




LESSON".FRAME.LENGTH:= I; (*NUMBER OF LINES*)
END; (*DOSEGMENT*)






WHILE TEMP <> '1' DO
BEGIN










(♦PASSES LESSON HELP POINTER*)
HELPTEXT(LESSON".HINT)
END; (♦DOHELP*)
PROCEDURE OPTEXT(VAR REC : OPTION); (*RESPONSE FEEDBACK*)
BEGIN
WITH LESSON", REC DO
(♦INITIALIZE TEXT AND LINK*)BEGIN
IF TEMP[1] = 'A' THEN
BEGIN
BRANCH:® SEGNUM + 1;





FRAME.DISPLAY[1]:® 'YOUR ANSWER IS INCORRECT.';
END;
READLN(P,TEMP);




WHILE TEMP <> '1' DO
BEGIN







IF COPY(TEMP,1,2) ® 'BQ' THEN (*INPUT BRANCH ?*)
BEGIN
BRANCH:® ORD(TEMP[4]) - ORD('0');
IF (LENGTH(TEMP) > 4) THEN
IF (TEMP[5] <> ' ') THEN BRANCH:®
10*BRANCH + (ORD(TEMPt5]) - ORD('0'));
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PROCEDURE INITIALIZE; (*DEFAULT TEXTS*)
BEGIN
NOSCRN;= 'THIS SEGMENT HAS NO TEXT.';
NOOPT:= 'CHOOSE ONLY FROM THE SPECIFIED OPTIONS.';
NOHELP;= 'NO MORE HELP IS AVAILABLE.';
SEGHEAD:= '*** Segment ';
END; (*INITIALIZE*)







OPTA.FRAME.DISPLAY[1]:= NOOPT;OPTA.NEXTSEG:= SEGNUM;OPTB.FRAME.LENGTH;= 1;
OPTB.FRAME.DISPLAY[1]:= NOOPT;OPTB.NEXTSEG;= SEGNUM;OPTC.FRAME.LENGTH;= 1;
OPTC.FRAME.DISPLAY[1];= NOOPT;OPTC.NEXTSEG;= SEGNUM;OPTD.FRAME.LENGTH:* 1;















WHILE COPY(TEMP,l,12) <> SEGHEAD DO








SEGNUM;= ORD(TEMP[13]) - ORD('0');
IF (LENGTH(TEMP) > 13) THEN
IF (TEMP[14] <> ' ') THEN
SEGNUM:= 10*SEGNUM + (ORD(TEMP[14]) - ORD('0'));




WHILE TEMP <> 'E' DO (*END OF SEGMENT*)
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LISTING OF PROGRAM TO PROOFREAD LESSON FILES





























































(♦NAME OF CONVERTED FILE*)
(♦SEGMENT NUMBER*)
(♦POINTS TO NEXT SEGMENT*)
(♦COUNTER*)
(*A, B, C, D, OR E*)
(♦SINGLE KEYSTROKE RESPONSE*)
PROCEDURE OPENFILE; (*OPENS FILE TO READ*)
BEGIN
PAGE(OUTPUT);
WRITE('LESSON TO PRINT: ');
READLN(LNAME);
IF POS('.',LNAME) <> 0 THEN LNAME:=
COPY (LNAME, 1,pose , LNAME)-1) ;
LNAME:= CONCAT(LNAME,'.LESSON');
(*$!-*) (*TURN OFF I-O ERROR CHECKING*)
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RESET(LESSON,LNAME);
IF lORESULT <> 0 THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN(LNAME,' NOT FOUND.')




(*$!+*) (♦TURN ON I-O ERROR CHECKING*)
(♦OPENFILE*)END;





FOR I:=l TO FRAME.LENGTH DO
WRITELN(FRAME.DISPLAYEI]);
GOTOXY(5,10);
WRITELN('NEXT SEGMENT NUMBER: ',NEXTSEG);










WRITELN('TEXT FOR SEGMENT NUMBER ',SEGNUM,';');
WRITELN;
FOR I:=l TO FRAME.LENGTH DO
WRITELN(FRAME.DISPLAY[I]);
GOTOXY(8,22); WRITE('HIT <SPACE> TO CONTINUE. ');
READ(KEYBOARD,ANYCHAR);
PAGE(OUTPUT);
WRITELN('HINT FOR SEGMENT ',SEGNUM,';');
WRITELN;
FOR I:=l TO HINT.LENGTH DO
WRITELN(HINT.DISPLAY[I]);




WRITELN('OPTION A FOR SEGMENT ',SEGNUM,':');
VIEWOPT(LESSON".OPTA);
WRITELN('OPTION B FOR SEGMENT ',SEGNUM,':');
VIEWOPT(LESSON".OPTB);
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WRITELN('OPTION C FOR SEGMENT ',SEGNUM,';');
VIEWOPT(LESSON".OPTC);
WRITELNC OPTION D FOR SEGMENT 'rSEGNUM,':');
VIEWOPT(LESSON".OPTD);
WRITELNCOPTION E FOR SEGMENT ',SEGNUM,':');
VIEWOPT(LESSON".OPTE);
END; (*VIEWSEG*)




WRITECWHICH SEGMENT NUMBER (-1 TO QUIT): ');
READLN(SEGNUM);









WRITELN('THERE IS NO SEGMENT
NUMBER ',SEGNUM,'.');








WRITELNC DO YOU WISH TO ');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC [1] VIEW AN ISCI LESSON.');
WRITELNC [2] QUIT.');
WRITELN;
WRITE(' ENTER CHOICE: ');
READ(KEYBOARD,ANYCHAR);












THE PASCAL ISCI DRIVER
Thanks to Pascal's excellent record structure, once
the ISCI text files had been converted to Pascal record
files, the task of writing the Pascal program to drive the
files in a CAI session was almost trivial. The resulting
program, called ISCI, is listed at the end of this section.
The main design parameters have already been
discussed. The program takes input from the student in the
form of a single keystroke wherever possible. It displays
each segment's stem, accepts input from the student in
response to the stem, provides the specified feedback to
that response, and then branches to the next segment in the
lesson. Only the current segment is in memory, and only
one segment is transferred from disk to memory at any one
time.
The program first presents the student with a brief
menu, allowing the choice of working on an ISCI problem or
quitting. In the case of the former, the student is asked
to specify the name of the problem to work on and to insert
the diskette which contains that problem; this is the only
multiple keystroke input response required of the student.
If the problem is not on the current diskette, the student
is instructed to insert the right diskette, or choose
another problem, and start again.
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Assuming that the desired lesson is on the diskette in
the disk drive, the student will next see on the Apple
screen the text stem of the first segment in the lesson.
In response to that or any stem, the student must type "A",
"B", "C", "D", "E", "H", or "Q", and a brief menu
describing those response options is printed on the screen
below the screen text, A "Q" allows the student to stop
working on the current problem; the student will be
prompted to insert the diskette containing ISCI and will
then return to the main ISCI menu. An "H" will cause the
help text for that segment to be displayed on the screen;
at the bottom of the screen the student is instructed to
hit the space bar to continue, and that action will cause
the same segment's stem text to be displayed on the screen.
Hitting an "A", "B", "C", "D", or "E" will produce on the
screen the appropriate feedback to the student. Again, the
instructions at the bottom of the screen are to hit the
space bar to continue, and that action will restart the
sequence on whichever segment was designated as the one to
branch to.
This tree-like movement through the lesson continues
until the student types a "Q" to quit, or until the final
segment is successfully completed. The signal that the
last segment has been completed is that the next segment
number is a negative one in the lesson file. At this point
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the student will be prompted to insert the diskette
containing the ISCI program; when that is done the student
may either quit the ISCI program or begin with another
problem.
It should be emphasized that interaction with the ISCI
program requires that the student constantly refer to the
printed ISCI User's Manual. Numerous references are made
to the manual, and frequently the student is instructed to
read a particular section of the manual. Obviously, the
student must have a copy of the manual and must have it
available during an ISCI session.
In operation, all necessary system files and the ISCI
program are arranged on a diskette as a totally turn-key
package. The student need only insert the diskette and
turn on the Apple's power in order to start ISCI running as
described. A set of instructions for students using the
Apple ISCI package is attached as Appendix C.
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LISTING OF MAIN ISCI PROGRAM




































































(♦NAME OF RECORD FILE*)
(♦SEGMENT NUMBER*)
(♦points to next segment*)
(♦COUNTER*)
(*A, B, C, D, OR E*)
(♦SINGLE CHARACTER INPUT*)
(♦LEGITIMATE INPUT*)
PROCEDURE OPENFILE; (*OPENS LESSON RECORD FILE*)
BEGIN
GOTOXY(7,16) ;
WRITE('ENTER PROBLEM NUMBER: ');
READLN(PNAME) ;
IF POS('.',FNAME) <> 0 THEN FNAME:=
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COPY(PNAME,1,POS('.',FNAME)-1);
LNAME:= CONCAT('#4:',FNAME,'.LESSON');
(*$I-*) (*TURN OFF I-O ERROR CHECKING*)
RESET(LESSON,LNAME);
ERROR;= FALSE;




WRITELN(' IS NOT ON THIS DISKETTE.');
WRITELN('DOUBLE-CHECK YOUR CHOICE OF PROBLEM');
WRITELN('NUMBER AND YOUR CHOICE OF DISKETTE.');




(*$!+*) (*TURN ON I-O ERROR CHECKING*)
END; (*OPENFILE*)





FOR I:=l TO FRAME.LENGTH DO
WRITELN(FRAME.DISPLAY[I]);
GOTOXY(5,23);










FOR I:=l TO FRAME.LENGTH DO
WRITELN(FRAME.DISPLAY[I]);
GOTOXY(0,22) ;
WRITE('PLEASE HIT THE LETTER OF YOUR CHOICE..');
GOTOXY(3,23);
WRITE('OR <H> FOR A HINT OR <Q> TO QUIT.');
GOTOXY(38,22);
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•B' : VIEWOPT(OPTB);





FOR I:=l TO HINT.LENGTH DO
WRITELN(HINT.DISPLAY[I]);
GOTOXY(5,23);










PROCEDURE DOSEG; (*INPUT SELECTED SEGMENT*)
BEGIN
SEGNUM:= 0;















WRITELN('DO YOU WANT TO...');
WRITELN;
WRITELNC [W] WORK ON ONE OF THE QUESTIONS.');
WRITELNC [Q] QUIT ISCI.');
GOTOXY(7,10);
WRITE('PLEASE ENTER YOUR CHOICE;');
READ(KEYBOARD,ANYCHAR);
WRITE(ANYCHAR);
IF ANYCHAR <> 'Q* THEN
BEGIN
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OPENFILE;
IF NOT(ERROR) THEN DOSEG;
END;




Surely the most pleasantly enlightening task of this
ISCI conversion project was the attempt to determine the
extent to which the entire system could be transported to
another non-Apple computer using UCSD Pascal, UCSD claims
to be a highly transportable language system, and this
effort heartily confirmed that claim.
The same Atlanta Junior College PDP-11/34 computer
from which the DECAL ISCI files were downloaded also has a
version of UCSD Pascal designed to run on the RSTS
operating system. It was decided to try to upload and then
run the Apple Pascal ISCI system in this environment.
Accordingly, all necessary program text files were
uploaded to the PDP-11/34 via the PASCOM communications
package. These files include ISCICONVERT, PRINTLESSON, and
ISCI itself, A sample lesson text file, PQl, as formatted
for input to ISCICONVERT, was also uploaded. The uploading
procedure brought these in as RSTS text files; however, the
PDP-11/34's UCSD Pascal has a system program, IMPORT, that
allows RSTS text files to be brought into the UCSD Pascal
environment as Pascal text files. This was easily
accomplished.
Next the programs had to be compiled. There was only
one minor problem with this process. It has been a fairly
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consistent experience that files uploaded in this fashion
tend to have a small number of erroneous characters
embedded in them, probably as results of errors in the
telecommunications. These cause the Pascal compiler on the
PDP-11 to stop with an "UNDEFINED CHARACTER" error message.
There were, indeed, one or two of these in each source
file; they were easily edited out by deleting and then
retyping the character in question. This process was
simplified by a powerful feature of the UCSD system, both
on the Apple and on the PDP-11: if, when a compiler error
is encountered, one exits directly to the editor, the
cursor will be positioned in the source text file precisely
at that character where the compiler error was detected,
and the nature of the error will be printed at the top of
the screen.
Finally, all three compiled programs were linked with
the provided system library using the system linker.
ISCICONVERT was then executed to convert PQl.FMTD.TEXT
into the file of records, PQl.LESSON. PRINTLESSON was used
to proofread PQl and confirm that the conversion to Pascal
records had been successful.
Finally, ISCI was executed. Here there was a minor
difficulty. In Apple Pascal, "#4:" as a volume designator
refers to the normal boot disk drive, and so the lesson to
be run on ISCI is given that volume number by ISCI. But
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volume number "#4:" is not so used in the RSTS UCSD Pascal,
and so ISCI on the PDP-11 stopped with a "FILE NOT FOUND"
error when it attempted to load PQl. The expedient
solution was to edit out the "#4:" volume designation,
since PQl in this instance happened to be on the default
boot volume anyway. ISCI then ran perfectly, using lesson
PQl, The whole process, from importing the uploaded files
to successful execution of ISCI took less than fifteen
minutes.
This was a test only; there is no practical reason to
bring the entire ISCI package into the PDP-11/34's UCSD
Pascal since ISCI is already working perfectly well in the
RSTS DECAL environment. Some additional work would be
required in connection with screen formatting in order to
display ISCI text as nicely on the 11/34 as it appeared on
the Apple screen. In particular, the GOTOXY procedure on
the 11/34 seemed not to work exactly as on the Apple,
Acceptable results were obtained by deleting all the GOTOXY
calls. This causes certain output lines of text to occupy
adjacent lines on the terminal screen, where with GOTOXY
they should be proportionally spaced on the screen.
One would have every reason to expect that Apple ISCI
could be transported just as easily to any other computer
having UCSD Pascal. It appears likely that solving some
relatively minor screen formatting problems would be the
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only prerequisite to ISCI running in the new environment
exactly as it had on the Apple,
OTHER USES
It is at least theoretically possible that any DECAL
lesson could be downloaded from RSTS and adapted to run on
the Apple just as easily as was the case with the ISCI
files. The main practical limitations have to do with the
number and nature of the response options at the end of
each stem. With ISCI files it is always possible to
specify five or fewer response options, and these
furthermore can be selected by the student entering a
single A, B, C, D, or E, DECAL itself places no such
restrictions on the responses; it allows any number of
responses and the inputs can be any defined character
strings or even numberic expressions, DECAL also allows
input of responses not anticipated by the programmer; they
are stored in a file for later examination by the
instructor. None of these capabilities are incorporated
into Apple ISCI, so that lessons which rely on the extended
DECAL features would not be good candidates for conversion
to the Apple Pascal system.
Essentially, any DECAL lesson which meets the
following criteria could be adapted to Apple ISCI just as
described in this paper. The single stem and help display
for each segment should fit meaningfully within a twenty
line by forty column text screen. There should be no more
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than five response options specified for each segment; each
should be selectable by a single A, B, C, D, or E input,
and the text associated with each should fit within a six
line by forty column text window. Finally, the lesson will
be limited in size to the amount of text that can be edited
at one time by the Pascal editor; this limitation is
roughly twenty-five to thirty segments, depending on the
amount of text actually included in the stem and help
displays.
Similarly, any CAI design which conforms to the
specifications above can be created specifically for the
ISCI system. The Pascal editor is very convenient for this
purpose. Once the overall design has been established, the
text, control and formatting instructions can be
incorporated into a text file on the editor.
The following constraints must be observed when
creating a new lesson text file. Each segment must begin
with a segment header "*** Segment n", where n is the
segment number, and end with a line consisting solely of
"E". The segment numbers must start with one and continue
sequentially. There should be no blank lines in a segment,
except possibly in display text and when a response comment
is to be ommitted as described below.
The first part of the segment is the stem, which is
required, consisting of a number of lines of text no
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greater than twenty in number and forty characters in
length. The stem must be terminated by a line consisting
solely of an exclamation mark, "1". Next comes the
optional help text; if present, it must be preceded by a
line consisting solely of "H". The text itself may be up
to twenty lines of forty characters each, and it must be
terminated by a line consisting solely of an exclamation
mark, "1", If the help text is not included, the system
will substitute the message, "NO MORE HELP IS AVAILABLE.",
to be displayed when the student requests a hint in working
the problem.
Following the required stem and optional help text,
there must occur at least one and no more than five
response option sections. Each of these must be formatted
as follows. The first line must be either "A,l" or "1,1",
indicating that the response if chosen by the student is
correct or incorrect respectively. The next line must be a
single letter, either "A", "B", "C", "D", or "E"; this line
defines the student reponse being considered in the current
response option section. There is no restriction as to
which of the five letters must occur as defined reponses,
or on the order in which they must appear; one would not
want to have two response options with the same defined
response within the same segment, however. Next comes the
optional response comment which will be displayed to the
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student upon the choice of the reponse just defined. If no
comment text is to be entered, a blank line must occur at
this point; the system will then supply a message
indicating the correctness or incorrectness of the
response, as directed by the first line's being "A,l" or
"1,1", as discussed above. If a comment is to be included,
that should by signaled by a line consisting solely of a
"C" at this point; then can follow up to six forty
character lines of text to be terminated by a line
consisting solely of "I". Following the optional comment,
or blank line, occurs the optional branching directive. If
present, it must be one line of the form "BQ,n", where n
is the segment number, in the segment header, to branch to
if that response is made. If absent, the system will cause
a branch back to the same segment if the answer is defined
as incorrect, or to the segment with the next higher number
if the answer is correct, as determined by the first line
"1,1" or "A,l" of the response section.
Once again, the segment will be terminated by the line
"E". The only limitation on the number of segments is the
size of file that can be loaded into the editor.
When the lesson text file is completed, it should be
transferred to the diskette containing the ISCICONVERT
program. It must have a legal Pascal file name ending with
".FMTD.TEXT", If there are no bugs, executing ISCICONVERT
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will result in the creation of a record file with the same
name, except with the ".LESSON" extension. The lesson can
then be proofread using PRINTLESSON, and finally run with
ISCI.
CONCLUSION
This paper describes a project having as its goal to
adapt RSTS DECAL lessons in general, and ISCI lessons in
particular, for use on an Apple II microcomputer. In this
the effort was successful, and there were several other
desirable outcomes.
A practical and convenient communications software
package was written in Apple UCSD Pascal, Procedures were
developed for downloading DECAL lesson files, converting
them to Pascal files, and delivering their instructional
content. It was further described how new computer
assisted instructional materials can be created to operate
on the same system. And it was demonstrated that the
entire instructional system is transportable to other
computers using UCSD Pascal,
It is hoped that these results will assist a greater
number of students by making available on microcomputers
ISCI lessons, other DECAL lessons, and new lessons created
especially for those students.
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APPENDIX A




(* MICROMODEM II SUPPORT *)
(* *)
(* AUTHOR; SCOTT G. ROBINSON *)
(* 120 UPLAND RD. *)
(* MARLBORO, MA. *)
(* *)
(* VERSION; 1.0 *)
(* CREATION DATE; AUGUST 27, 1980 *)
(* FROM; BYTE, JULY 1981 *)
(* *)
(* (C) 1980 BY SCOTT G. ROBINSON *)
(* ALL COMMERCIAL RIGHTS RESERVED *)
(* *)
INTERFACE
FUNCTION MMKEYPRESS ; BOOLEAN;
FUNCTION MMDIALER(NUMBER;STRING) ; BOOLEAN;
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DIGIT : INTEGER; (* HOLDS DIGIT WHILE DIALING *)
I,J : INTEGER; (* MISC LOOP CONTROL VARS *)
CD,RI : BOOLEAN; (* INDICATES CARRIER OR RING *)
PROCEDURE WAIT(HOWLONG:INTEGER);
(* DELAY FOR SPECIFIED AMOUNT *)
(* *)
VAR DELAY : INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR DELAY := 1 TO HOWLONG DO ;
END (*WAIT*);
FUNCTION MMGETSTATUS(BITNUMBER:INTEGER): BOOLEAN;
(* TEST STATUS BITNUMBER AND RETURN TRUE IF SET *)
(* *)
(* WARNING I AN ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE ROUTINE SHOULD *)
(* BE USED IN DATA TRANSFER USAGE *)
(* BECAUSE PASCAL MAY READ THE DATA REG *)
(* ALONG WITH THE STATUS REG THUS *)
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(* RETURN COPY OP DATA REG AS CHAR
(*
(* NOTE: PASCAL'S UNITREAD SHOULD NORMALLY




























(* MMKEYPRESS RETURNS TRUE IF A CHARACTER IS
(* READY FOR INPUT FROM THE MICROMODEM
EXTERNAL;
FUNCTION MMDIALER;
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(* MMDIALER ATTEMPTS TO ESTABLISH COMMUNICATION *)
(* WITH A MODEM AFTER DIALING NUMBER. IF SUCCESSFUL *)
(* THE FUNCTION IS 'TRUE' OTHERWISE 'FALSE'. *)
BEGIN
(* START BY TAKING THE PHONE LINE 'OFF-HOOK' *)
MMSETMODEM(CHR(MOFFHOOK));
WAIT(A2SECDELAY);
(* THEN DIAL NUMBER REQUESTED. *)












DIGIT ;= DIGIT - 1;





(* SET ORIGINTATE MODE AND WAIT FOR THE CARRIER *)
MMSETMODEM(CHR(MOFFHOOK + MORIG));







UNTIL (J=0) OR CD;
(♦FINISH UP BY EITHER HANGING UP OR ENABLING TRANSMITTER *)
IF NOT(CD) THEN MMSETMODEM(CHR(0))
ELSE MMSETMODEM(CHR(MOFFHOOK + MORIG + MINIT





(♦MMANSWER ANSWERS THE TELEPHONE IF RINGING OCCURS *)
(♦DURING THE WAIT INTERVAL AND RETURNS 'TRUE' IF ♦)
(♦A CARRIER IS DETECTED OTHERWISE 'FALSE' ♦)
BEGIN
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IF NOT(MMGETMODEM(7)) THEN RI := TRUE;
I := I+l;
UNTIL (1=500) OR RI;
IF TIMINGENABLED THEN J := J-1;
UNTIL (J=0) OR RI;
IF RI THEN
BEGIN
(* ANSWER THE PHONE AND WAIT FOR CARRIER *)
MMSETMODEM(CHR(MOFFHOOK + MXMTE + M300BAUD + MINIT))





IF TIMINGENABLED THEN J ;= J-1;
UNTIL (J=0) OR CD;
END;
(* IF CARRIER WASN'T FOUND THEN HANGUP THE PHONE *)
IF NOT(CD) THEN MMSETMODEM(CHR{0)) ;
MMANSWER ;= CD;
MMSETUP;
END (* MMANSWER *);
PROCEDURE MMHANGUP;
(* HANGUP HANGS UP THE TELEPHONE AND RETURNS TO *)
(* THE CALLER. *)
BEGIN
MMSETMODEM{CHR(0));
END (* HANGUP *);
BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM JUST INITIALIZES *)
MMSETUP;
END (* UNIT MICROMODEM *).
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.TITLE "MMKEYPRESS SUPPORT FOR MICROMODEM"
MMKEYPRESS RETURNS A BOOLEAN VALUE INDICATING
WHETHER A CHARACTER IS WAITING IN THE MICROMODEM
AND CAN BE READ WITH UNITREAD IN PASCAL
AUTHOR: SCOTT G. ROBINSON
120 UPLAND RD.
MARLBORO, MA 01752
FROM: BYTE, JULY 1981
(C) 1980 BY SCOTT G. ROBINSON
ALL COMMERCIAL RIGHTS RESERVED
RETURN .EQU 0 ;RETURN ADDRESS
SLTX16 .EQU 020
MMSTAT .EQU 0C0A6 ;STATUS REGISTER
.FUNC MMKEYPRE
; FUNCTION MMKEYPRESS : BOOLEAN;










LDA MMSTAT ;SEE IF CHARACTER AVAILABLE





;PUT MSB OF RETURN VALUE
PHA ;PUT LSB OF RETURN VALUE
LDA
PHA












PASCOM is a communication software package written for
an Apple II micro-computer using Apple's version of UCSD
Pascal, It is assumed that a D, C, Hayes Micro-Modem is
plugged into the Apple's slot 2. The host computer is
assumed to be a Digital Equipment Corporation PDPll with a
RSTE/E operating system communicating in full duplex,
although other configurations may be possible with
modifications of the program. The user should have basic
understanding of the Apple Pascal operating system.
PASCOM will automatically dial the phone number of the
host computer. It allows the user to switch easily between
terminal mode, if connected to another computer, and stand
alone computer mode. It will get Apple Pascal text files
from a disk and upload them to the host computer. It will
download files from the host computer and save them on disk
as Apple Pascal text files. PASCOM will answer incoming
calls, and it will hang up the phone from the main menu.
Pascal screen formatting remains in effect when using
PASCOM. Thus, CTRL-A toggles the user back and forth
betwen the left and right halves of the 80 column display;
CTRL-Z causes the screen "window" to follow the cursor.
Note that if you would like all of the DEC'S output to be
displayed on the Apple screen, you may type "SET WIDTH 40"
to the DEC; this will result in each line being wrapped
around in the Apple screen after 40 characters, rather than
spilling over into the other, "invisible" half of the
display.
Many control characters are intercepted by the PASCAL
operating system and so cannot be sent directly to the host
computer by PASCOM. Unfortnately, CTRL-Z, an important
character in RSTS, is one of these, PASCOM has been
designed to transmit a CTRL-Z when CTRL-Y is pressed; thus,
if you want to send CTRL-Z to the host computer, type
CTRL-Y. On the other hand, CTRL-C is transmitted with no
difficulty.
Also note that, as opposed most other communication
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software, the Apple's back arrow is sent to RSTS as the
character delete. If the "SET SCOPE" command is in effect
on RSTS, then the back arrow will actually cause a back
space and delete to appear on the screen and it will be
correctly interpreted by RSTS. The forward arrow transmits
CTRL-U, the RSTS line delete.
OPERATION
All system files necessary for PASCOM'S operations are
present on the PASCOM disk. To run PASCOM, simply insert
the disk in the drive and turn on the power to the Apple.
The disk will whir for several seconds and then PASCOM'S
menu will appear on the screen. To select the desired menu
function, simply type the appropriate key — do not hit
RETURN, The menu options are as follows,
# “> NUMBER TO DIAL = 656-4301
Atlanta Junior Colleges "public" computer number is the
default. To change the number, type "#" as the menu
selector. You will then be prompted to enter another
number; do so as you naturally would, that is ***-**** ,
PASCOM will accept any realistic number of digits, and the
dashes are optional. Follow your entry with a RETURN, The
menu will return to the screen with your number indicated
as the number to dial.
D —> DIAL THE NUMBER
Type "D" to have PASCOM dial the indicated number. If
the number does not answer after about twenty seconds, or
if it answers but no carrier signal is detected, you will
be given an "OPERATION FAILED" prompt. Hit the SPACE bar
to return to the menu if that should happen. If
communication is established with the host computer, you
will be returned to the main menu,
A —> ANSWER THE PHONE
Type "A" to prepare your Apple to answer the phone.
PASCOM will stay in this mode until your phone rings. If
upon answering the phone a carrier is detected, then
communication is established and the calling computer has
control of your Apple; otherwise you will be given the
"OPERATION FAILED" message, and you must type SPACE to get
back to the menu. The only other way of exiting this mode
is with a RESET.
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H —> HANGUP THE PHONE
Type "H" to instruct PASCOM to hang up your telephone.
If you were communicating with a host computer, be sure to
log off before typing "H".
T —> GO INTO TERMINAL MODE
You must dial the number and establish contact with the
host computer, before typing "T" to go into terminal mode;
otherwise, PASCOM will "hang". At the top of the screen a
message will appear reminding you that you are in terminal
mode, and that you may exit by typing CTRL-P. Indeed,
CTRL-P will return you to the main menu, but it will not
alter your communication with the host computer. Thus, you
can easily toggle back and forth between terminal and
computer mode.
R ~> DOWNLOAD FILE
Type "R" to capture in PASCOM'S buffer outgoing text
transmitted by the host computer. You must be in contact
with the computer and (usually) logged in to the host
computer before entering this mode. After typing "R", you
will be prompted to enter the command, followed by RETURN,
to send to the host computer to initiate the downloading.
In the case of the DEC, the command would usually be "PIP
<FILENAME>", where <FILENAME> is the file you want to
download. To capture the printed output of a program, you
might type "RUN <PROGRAMNAME>". You can view the downloaded
material on the screen. When the process is complete, you
must hit some key (it doesn't matter which) to terminate
downloading. If the downloading was successful, you will
be so advised; if PASCOM ran out of buffer space before you
terminated downloading, you will be given the "OPERATION
FAILED" message; in either case, hit the space bar to
return to the menu. In some cases, you may get some
garbage at the beginning of the download, resulting from
the DEC'S echoing your command characters back to the
Apple; these can easily be edited out. You may wish to
avoid the problem on the DEC by typing "SET LOCAL ECHO"
while in terminal mode just before downloading; after
downloading is complete, be sure to "SET FULL DUPLEX" so
you can see your typed characters on the screen when in
terminal mode.
V --> VIEW CURRENT BUFFER
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Typing a "V" will cause the contents of PASCOM'S buffer
to be displayed on the screen. This will normally be the
result of a download operation or a file retrieved from the
disk. If you have not performed a download or a get, you
may view a lot of garbage. You will be advised when
viewing is complete; typing a RETURN will get you back to
the menu.
C —> CLEAR CURRENT BUFFER
A "C" causes a null character to be loaded into each of
the 30,000 characters of the buffer. This is a time
consuming process and you probably will not have any
occasion to use it; I needed it for debugging the program
and decided to leave it in. When the clearing is complete,
you will be so advised, and a RETURN will get you back to
the main menu.
S —> SAVE BUFFER IN DISK FILE
This function allows downloaded material to be saved on
the Apple Pascal disk. After typing "S" you will be
prompted to enter the filename to save the material under;
this must be a legal Pascal filename. An error here will
cause the "OPERATION FAILED" message to appear; hit the
space bar to return to the menu. It is your responsibility
to make sure the disk has enough space to receive the file;
otherwise, the system will crash. Following Pascal
convention, the extension ".TEXT" will automatically be
added to your filename. You may override this feature by
including a period (".") anywhere in the filename; the
filename will then be exactly as you type it. Upon
completion, you will return automatically to the menu,
G —> GET FILE FROM DISK
Normally, you would type "G" to get a file to upload.
You will be prompted to enter the filename. The naming and
error messages are as decribed in the section on the S
(SAVE) command. Additionally, if the file you name does
not exist on the disk, or if the length of the text exceeds
the space in PASCOM'S buffer, you will be given the
"OPERATION FAILED" message; hitting SPACE will return you
to the menu. Upon completion of a successful get, you
automatically return to the menu. During both saving and
getting, the transferred text is continuously displayed on
the screen.
U ~> UPLOAD BUFFER
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Type "U" to upload the contents of the buffer; this
will usually be the material you have retrieved from a disk
file. You will be prompted with a "COMMAND TO SEND". This
should be whatever will prepare the host computer to
receive your file. On the DEC, this will generally be "PIP
<FILENAME> = KB:" followed by RETURN. You will then be
asked if the transmission should end with a CTRL-Z. If you
type "Y" followed by RETURN, a CTRL-Z will be sent after
the last character in the buffer; on the DEC, this causes
PIP to save the uploaded file under the name you have
indicated. If you type an "N", the transmission will stop
when the last character has been sent, and you will
subsequently need to enter terminal mode to perform
whatever functions are necessary on the host computer to
complete the uploading process. In either case, once all
of the contents of the buffer, and perhaps the CTRL-Z, have
been sent, you will return automatically to PASCOM'S menu.
<ESC>
Hit the ESCAPE key at any time to exit PASCOM. You
will be transferred to Pascal's main menu.
PASCOM uses micromodem support routines written by
Scott G. Robinson and published in the July, 1981, issue of
BYTE.
Ronald L. Carlisle
Natural Science and Mathematics Division
Atlanta Junior College
1630 Stewart Avenue, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30310
APPENDIX C
APPLE PASCAL ISCI USER'S MANUAL SPPLEMENT
APPLE PASCAL ISCI
Please note; These instructions replace the
section "HOW TO RUN ISCI" in the ISCI USER'S
MANUAL if you are running ISCI on an Apple II
computer.
HOW TO RUN ISCI
Apple Pascal ISCI is designed to be run on an Apple II
computer with one disk drive and the Pascal Language
System, Your calculus instructor should be able to tell
you where those Apples are and about the basic rules for
operating them. If your Apple has two or more disk drives,
you should use only the one marked "Drive 1" for ISCI
diskettes,
ISCI comes on twenty-four five inch diskettes. These
are labled "ISCI0," "ISCIl," and so forth up to "ISCI23,"
You must have ISCI0 in order to run ISCI, And you must
have the diskette(s) ISCIl up to ISCI23 that contain(s) the
problems you wish to work on. The accompanying list of
contents shows which problems are on which diskettes.
Before you start, make certain that you have ISCI0 and
the diskette which contains the problem you want to work
on. Insert the ISCI0 diskette into the Apple disk drive;
if there are more than one drive, insert it into the one
marked "Drive 1", If you have not used an Apple before,
you might ask your instructor to show you how to do this:
simply hold the diskette in your right hand with your thumb
on the label, open the front door on the disk drive and
insert the disk gently until it "clicks" into place; then
close the drive door.
Once ISCI0 is in the disk drive, you need to turn the
Apple's power on. The on/off switch is on the back of the
Apple on your left. As soon as you turn it on you should
hear clicking and whirring from the disk drive for several
seconds after which a welcome message will be displayed on
the TV screen. This is called the "Menu" and it asks
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whether you wish to work a problem or quit. To work a
problem, hit the "W" on the keyboard — one keystroke is
all that is necessary.
You will then be asked to type in the problem number
you want to work-on. Before doing this, remove the ISCI0
diskette from the drive and insert the diskette containing
the problem you want to work, as indicated by the
accompanying list of contents. Then type in the problem
number, for example "CIl", and then hit the key marked
"RETURN" — note that this is the only time the return key
is necessary in ISCI. If you have not inserted the
diskette containing that problem you will be so advised and
instructed to insert the correct diskette. Otherwise the
Apple will start instructing you on how to work the problem
you chose.
At each step in the problem you will be asked a
question to which you may respond by hitting the A, B, C,
D, or E key; or if you wish, you may hit "H" to get a hint
on how to answer the question or "Q" to quit working the
problem. If you hit "Q" you will return to the Menu where
you can type "W" to start another problem or "Q" to quit
ISCI.
If you answer the question with an A, B, C, D, E, or
H, the computer will show its evaluation of your response
on the screen. After you have studied the computer's
reaction, hit the space bar to go on to the next question.
When you finish the full sequence of questions on the
particular problem, you will be returned to the main Menu,
where you can choose to work another problem or quit.
Please remember that you may type "H" to answer any
question if you need help.
CREDITS
ISCI was developed by Professor Leonard Shapiro of
North Dakota State University and Professor H. Keynes of
the University of Minnesota while supported by a grant from
the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education,
It was acquired and installed at Atlanta Junior College by
Professor Carl Stucke while supported by an NSF MISIP
grant, ISCI was adapted to run under Apple Pascal by
Professor Ronald Carlisle also of Atlanta Junior College,
If you find any errors in ISCI, or if you have any
comments, please address them to Dr. Carlisle, Natural
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Science and Mathematics Division, Atlanta Junior College,
1630 Stewart Ave SW, Atlanta, Ga 30310.
CONTENTS OF THE ISCI DISKETTES
The ISCI problems are arranged on diskettes in the
same order that they appear in the USER'S MANUAL; please
see the USER'S MANUAL TABLE OF CONTENTS for a list of the
problem areas. The problems are arranged on the diskettes
as follows.
DISKETTE NAME PROBLEM NUMBERS













ISCI8 CR6 - CR10












TSCT16 MM7 - MMll



















MATHEMATICAL CONTENTS OF THE ISCI LESSONS
LESSON NUMBERS PROBLEM CONTENT
CIl - CI9 Composite and Inverse Functions
QEl - QE9 Quadratic Equations
LGl - LG6 ...Logarithms
INI - IN4.. Inequalities
SIl - SI2 Simplification
PQl - PQ9 Product and Quotient Rules
CRl - CR13 Chain Rule
MDl - MD6 Miscellaneous Differentiation
GPl - GP7 Geometric Properties of Functions
(preliminaries to graphing)
MMl - MM13 Max Min Problems
RRl - RR6 Related rates
SBl - SB8 Integration by Substitution
IPl - IP6 Integration by Parts
PFl - PF8 Partial Frations
IMl - IM7 Improper Integrals
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